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Natural selection is a key mechanism of evolution, which results from the differential reproduction of individuals
due to differences in phenotype. We describe fecundity selection on 13 anthropometric traits in a sample of
4000–10,000 of Estonian girls, who were born between 1937 and 1962 and measured at around 13 years of age.
Direct selection favoured shorter, slimmer and lighter girls with smaller heads, more masculine facial and body
shapes and slower rates of sexual maturation. Selection was stabilizing for weight, body mass index and face
roundness. Direct selection was absent on two markers of general health and viability – handgrip strength and
vital lung capacity – although these traits experience negative indirect selection due to their association with
educational attainment. Similarly, indirect selection, mediated by educational attainment, accounted for a sig
nificant portion of selection for girls with smaller heads, narrower faces, and higher shoulder/hip ratios. These
traits are thus subject to gene-culture coevolution, in that selection on body dimensions arises via cultural and
behavioural mechanisms.

1. Introduction
Natural selection occurs when individuals reproduce at different
rates due to differences in their phenotypes. As well as having shaped
our evolutionary inheritance, natural selection continues in contempo
rary human populations, where numerous studies have found selection
on phenotypes, and sometimes evolutionary responses to such selection,
involving a diverse range of life-history, physiological, and behavioural
traits (reviewed by Stearns, Byars, Govindaraju, & Ewbank, 2010; Kong
et al., 2017; Sanjak, Sidorenko, Robinson, Thornton, & Visscher, 2018;
Meisenberg, 2019).
In contemporary Western societies, fecundity selection (i.e. selection
on the number of children produced) typically favours shorter women
(Stulp & Barrett, 2016; Stulp, Verhulst, Pollet, & Buunk, 2012), while a
few studies have documented selection for increased weight or BMI
(reviewed in Sanjak et al., 2018). However, the causes of such patterns
are not well understood. One possible explanation is that selection does
not act on height or weight directly, but rather indirectly via associa
tions between these traits and the ‘true’ targets of selection (Stulp et al.,
2012). The most obvious potential targets for such indirect selection are
educational attainment and income, which typically correlate positively
with height (Silventoinen, Posthuma, van Beijsterveldt, Bartels, &

Boomsma, 2006; Tyrrell et al., 2016) and negatively with fecundity in
women (Meisenberg, 2019; Skirbekk, 2008). However, studies of se
lection in Western women often still find negative effects of height on
reproductive success, even after controlling for measures of socioeco
nomic status and education (Stulp et al., 2012). This suggests that at
least some selection on height must arise via alternative causal
pathways.
Socioeconomic factors can generate indirect selection on morpho
metric traits via two subtly different mechanisms. First, common social
or genetic factors may underpin variation in both morphology and so
cioeconomic status (Silventoinen et al., 2006; Tyrrell et al., 2016). In
this case, direct selection on socioeconomic traits leads to ‘spurious se
lection’ on morphometric traits, even when the latter have no causal
effect on fitness. Second, morphometric traits may directly influence an
individual’s socioeconomic traits, especially later in life (e.g. if an in
dividual’s height influences their likelihood of attaining higher educa
tion). This leads to ‘mediated selection’ on morphometric traits via a
two-step causal chain (i.e. morphometric traits influence socioeco
nomic traits, which in turn affect fitness). In this case, selection on
morphometric traits is due (at least in part) to indirect causal effects of
these traits on fitness. The causal structure of selection on height, weight
and other morphometric traits is likely highly complex and remains
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largely unresolved.
Here we examine fecundity selection on 13 anthropometric traits in a
large sample (n = 4000–10,000) of Estonian schoolgirls born between
1937 and 1962, who were measured at an average age of 12.9 ± 3.12
(SD) years (see Hõrak & Valge, 2015; Hõrak, Valge, Fischer, Mägi, &
Kaart, 2019 for descriptiptions of Juhan Aul’s database). The de
mographic history of Estonia during the study period differs markedly
from that of Western European countries and the United States. The
post-war baby boom was absent in Estonia, which from the late 1940s to
the mid-1960s had probably the lowest fertility rate in the world,
alongside Latvia (Frejka & Sardon, 2004). Against the general trend in
Europe, fertility in Estonia increased rather than decreased in the late
1960s, and by the late 1980s was higher than in any major region of the
continent (Klesment, Puur, & Valge, 2010). Despite these major de
mographic differences, the social factors that are known to influence
reproductive behaviour developed at similar or faster rates in Estonia as
in many Western European countries. For instance, divorce rates started
to rise already during the inter-war period (Sakkeus, Klesment, & Puur,
2016), equalling or exceeding those of Scandinavian countries from the
1970s onwards. Over the same period, non-married cohabitation began
to prevail over marriage (Puur, Rahnu, Maslauskaitė, & Stankūnienė,
2016). Beginning with the birth cohorts of 1930s, women outnumbered
men in secondary and tertiary education (Klesment, 2013), yet social
mobility with respect to educational attainment remained low (Saar &
Aimre, 2012). Throughout the 20th century, Estonian women with only
primary education bore 0.5 to 0.75 more children on average than
women with tertiary education (Tiit, 2013).
To our knowledge, this is the first study of multivariate selection on
morphometric traits in growing children, and the richness of our dataset
allows for a nuanced picture of natural selection on this human popu
lation. First, we consider whether fecundity selection favouring shorter
women, which is typical of contemporary western societies, also acted
on girls growing up in Estonia under the Soviet regime. Second, we
provide the first ever measurements of selection on human cranial vol
ume, which is known to correlate both phenotypically (Gignac & Bates,
2017; Hõrak & Valge, 2016) and genetically (Hagenaars et al., 2016)
with cognitive abilities and educational attainment. Third, we quantify
selection on breast development rate (a marker of the speed of sexual
maturation) and various measures of face and body shape that are
associated with perceived masculinity and testosterone exposure
(Hodges-Simeon, Hanson Sobraske, Samore, Gurven, & Gaulin, 2016;
Roosenboom et al., 2018; Sim, 2013). Lastly, we measure selection on
two indices of physical ability – handgrip strength and lung capacity –
which are predictive of short- and long-term morbidity and mortality in
adult populations (Guerra et al., 2010; Norman, Stobäus, Gonzalez,
Schulzke, & Pirlich, 2011). Grip strength is a testosterone-dependent
general marker of upper body muscle strength, fat-free body mass and
overall health and nutritional status (Gallup, White, & Gallup Jr., 2007;
Żelaźniewicz & Pawłowski, 2018). Lung (vital) capacity is an indicator
of pulmonary function that offers protection from respiratory (Batty
et al., 2006) and cardiovascular (Sin, Wu, & Man, 2005) disease. It is
positively associated with birth weight (Victora et al., 2008) and nega
tively affected by exposure to disease throughout life.
We focus especially on the causal determinants of selection on these
morphometric traits. Specifically, we ask to what extent selection on
morphometric traits can be accounted for by indirect selection via ed
ucation and the participants’ childhood environment. We compare the
strength of overall selection on each measured trait, as captured by se
lection differentials, to the strength of ‘direct selection’, which we
quantify using selection gradients that control for an individual’s
educational attainment, their origin in rural vs urban areas, their
number of siblings, and their parents’ socioeconomic position. Using
structural equation models (Conner, 1996; Dai & Galloway, 2013;
Henshaw, Jennions, & Kruuk, 2018; Kingsolver & Schemske, 1991; Latta
& McCain, 2009; Morrissey, 2014), we also explicitly quantify the
strength of indirect selection via educational attainment, which may

represent either ‘spurious’ or ‘mediated’ selection (see above). Methods
for measuring phenotypic selection have diversified during recent years.
We therefore combine traditional selection differentials and gradients,
as developed by Lande and Arnold (1983), with complementary
methods for quantifying the overall strength of directional and nondirectional selection (Henshaw & Zemel, 2017) and numerical approx
imation of fitness surfaces using generalized additive models (Morrissey
& Sakrejda, 2013; Schluter & Nychka, 1994; Walsh & Lynch, 2018;
Wood, 2017).
We expected to find strong indirect selection on height and cranial
volume, as both traits are known to associate positively with educational
attainment (e.g., Ivanovic et al., 2019; Magnusson, Rasmussen, & Gyl
lensten, 2006). In the studied population, taller children and those with
larger crania were more likely to proceed to secondary and/or tertiary
education, independently of sex, socioeconomic position and rural vs
urban origin (Valge, Meitern, & Hõrak, 2019). For traits linked to
femininity of body and face shapes, we had no prior expectations
regarding patterns of selection. Men are known to prefer women with
more feminine bodies and faces (Little, Connely, Feinberg, Jones, &
Roberts, 2011; Marcinkowska et al., 2014), so if the desirability of
specific phenotypic traits constrains women’s reproductive success (e.g.,
by affecting the timing of pair formation), one might predict that women
with more feminine characteristics pair earlier, which typically results
in higher lifetime reproductive success (LRS) (Sanjak et al., 2018). On
the other hand, it has also been suggested that women may marry later if
they are choosy with respect to partners (Stulp et al., 2012). If choosi
ness increases with desirability, this could lead to women with more
feminine phenotypes engaging in a more time-consuming mate selection
process, delaying their age of first birth and thereby negatively affecting
LRS.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Morphometric and socioeconomic variables
Data on morphometric measurements and family background were
obtained from the anthropometric study performed by Juhan Aul be
tween 1956 and 1969 (for the historical background of this sample see
Hõrak & Valge, 2015). Hip width (bicristal diameter) was measured as
the distance between the external margins of the iliac crests. Shoulder
width (biacromial diameter) was measured as the horizontal distance
across the shoulders measured between the acromia. Measures of face
size and shape are shown in Fig. 1. Cranial volume was estimated ac
cording to Rushton (1997): 7.884*(head length − 11) + (10.842*head
width − 11) − 1593.96 (units in mm). Vital capacity of lungs was
measured using a bellows-type spirometer. Maximum handgrip strength
was registered with a handheld dynamometer. If data for handgrip
strength were available for both hands, the highest measure was used.
The development stage of breasts was assessed on the basis of the sixpoint Tanner scale (0–5). All measurements were recorded by a single
person.
The full dataset for calculation of age-specific residuals of morpho
metric traits consisted of 9524 to 15,205 girls (depending on the trait)
whose age ranged between 6.4 and 19.9 years. From this sample, we
identified 10,096 individuals (average age = 12.9 ± 3.2 (SD) years)
whose lifetime reproductive success (LRS) was recorded in the Estonian
Population Registry (https://e-estonia.com/solutions/interoperabilityservices/population-registry/). A subset of these participants (6783 in
dividuals) also provided data on their educational attainment (as selfreport) during the Estonian population census in 2011 (https://www.
stat.ee/phc2011). Among individuals with known LRS, rural vs urban
origin was known for 10,054 persons, number of siblings for 10,044
persons and parental socioeconomic position (SEP) for 9656 persons.
SEP (highest in the family) was assessed on the basis of parental pro
fessions recorded during data collection and assigned into three cate
gories (unskilled manual workers, skilled manual workers or non82
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2018). Directional selection (i.e. selection for larger or smaller trait
values) was estimated using the linear selection differential (s) (Lande &
Arnold, 1983). Selection may also act on the shape of a trait distribution,
rather than its mean (e.g. by favouring or disfavouring extreme trait
values, known as ‘disruptive’ and ‘stabilizing’ selection respectively;
Walsh & Lynch, 2018). We consequently used the distributional selec
tion differential (d; Henshaw, Kahn, & Fritzsche, 2016; Henshaw &
Zemel, 2017) to estimate total selection on anthropometric traits,
including both directional and non-directional components. Lastly, we
estimated non-directional selection as dN = d – s (Henshaw & Zemel,
2017). We note that all three differentials (s, d and dN) are measured on
the same scale as trait values.
Selection differentials should ideally measure the relationship be
tween trait values and expected fitness, to which the realised fitness of
individuals provides only a noisy approximation. When estimating
directional selection, this noise does not introduce any systematic bias,
because the linear selection differential is simply a covariance (Walsh &
Lynch, 2018). On the other hand, the distributional selection differential
and its non-directional component can be biased upwards by the pres
ence of noise, especially when the relationship between traits and ex
pected fitness is weak. This can lead to positive bias when estimating
null distributions, and consequently to inflated p-values (see e.g. the
results of Head, Kahn, Henshaw, Keogh, & Jennions, 2017). To prevent
this issue, we estimated expected LRS conditional on trait values using
generalized additive models, where relative LRS was regressed against a
smooth non-parametric function of trait values (using the package
‘mgcv’ for R, Wood, 2017). When calculating d and dN, we used the
predicted values of LRS from this model in place of realised LRS.
P-values for selection differentials were calculated using exact per
mutation tests. First, we created 10,000 ‘null’ datasets by permuting
fitness values randomly among individuals, while leaving all other trait
values intact. For each null dataset, we then calculated selection dif
ferentials on each trait using the procedures outlined above. This
generated null distributions for each type of selection differential on
each trait, from which p-values were calculated (significance level α =
0.05). Since the distributional selection differential and its nondirectional component are always positive, we used one-tailed pvalues for these statistics; all other p-values are two-tailed.

Fig. 1. Cranial measurements used in the study. b-b: face width, c-c: jaw width,
b-b/a-a: face roundness (lfWHR, lower face width/height ratio).

manual workers). Educational attainment was grouped into three cate
gories: primary (8 years of schooling or less), secondary (including
secondary vocational) and tertiary (>11 years of schooling). Sample
sizes vary between analyses because participants differed with respect to
the number of anthropometric and biosocial traits recorded. Data pro
cessing was performed anonymously under the licence of the Research
Ethics Committee of the University of Tartu (protocol # 275/T-1, issued
on 20.11.1017) and approved by the Estonian Data Protection Direc
torate (Decision n2 2.2.-1/17/55, issued on 30.01.2018).

2.4. Selection gradients and fitness curves
Selection differentials quantify selection via all possible causal
pathways. However, in many cases, selection operates via correlations
between trait values and environmental variables. We consequently also
estimated the portion of selection that remained after controlling for
biosocial and environmental variables. For each anthropometric trait,
we calculated linear selection gradients (β) and quadratic selection
gradients (βQ, γ) using standard linear and quadratic regressions (Lande
& Arnold, 1983; Walsh & Lynch, 2018). Note that our estimates of γ are
double the quadratic regression coefficients produced by most statistical
software packages (Stinchcombe, Agrawal, Hohenlohe, Arnold, &
Blows, 2008). In each case, we included an individual’s educational
attainment, rural/urban origin, number of siblings, and parental socio
economic position (SEP) as covariates. Standard errors and p-values
were estimated parametrically using ordinary least squares (note that
the method of fitting had a negligible effect on results for this dataset).
Quadratic selection gradients give a rough indication of the shape of
selection acting on a trait. To provide a more nuanced picture, however,
we also modelled LRS as a smooth non-parametric function of each
anthropometric trait using generalized additive models (R package
‘mgcv’; Wood, 2017). These models yield ‘fitness curves’, showing the
expected LRS of individuals as a function of their trait values (Fig. 3). We
included an individual’s educational attainment, rural/urban origin,
number of siblings, and parental SEP as covariates in these models.

2.2. Age-specific residuals of morphometric traits
Since morphometric traits change with a girl’s age, we used the raw
data described above to calculate age-specific residuals for all measured
anthropometric traits. Residuals were obtained from generalized addi
tive models in which the focal trait was regressed against smooth nonparametric functions of age (in days) and birth date using the package
‘mgcv’ for R (Wood, 2017) with default smoothing parameters (R syn
tax: focal_trait ~ s(age) + s(birth_date); see supplementary materials for
R code relating to all statistical analyses). We included birth date as a
predictor to account for the steady increase in age-adjusted body di
mensions over the study period (see Hõrak & Valge, 2015). Residuals
were then standardized to z-scores. All results presented here are based
on these standardized residuals, rather than raw trait values. In addition,
LRS was standardized by dividing each individual’s lifetime number of
children by the average for her year’s cohort (hereafter referred to as
‘relative’ LRS).
2.3. Selection differentials
The strength of selection acting on anthropometric traits via all
possible causal pathways was quantified using selection differentials
(Henshaw & Zemel, 2017; Lande & Arnold, 1983; Walsh & Lynch,
83
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2.5. Indirect selection via educational attainment

supplementary materials). We included the same larger subset of traits
as in the previous section (height, BMI, face roundness, shoulder-to-hip
ratio, breast development rate, hand-grip strength, and lung capacity).
An individual’s AFB was standardized as the absolute deviation (in
years) from the mean age at first birth for each year cohort. Note that
this model excludes women with zero LRS (299 women excluded for this
reason).

Educational attainment is unique among the socioeconomic vari
ables in our dataset, in that it occurs later in life and so might
conceivably be causally influenced by an individual’s anthropometric
traits. We consequently used structural equation models to estimate
indirect selection on anthropometric traits via education attainment,
under the assumption that such a causal pathway exists (see path dia
gram in Fig. 2). To maximize statistical power, we constructed separate
structural equation models for each anthropometric trait (but see below
for a larger model). Our models allowed for each of the other covariates
– rural/urban origin, number of siblings, and parental SEP – to influence
both educational attainment and LRS directly. We fitted these models
using the R package ‘lavaan’ (Rosseel, 2012; see R code in supplemen
tary materials). Robust standard errors and p-values were calculated
using weighted least squares with mean- and variance-adjusted test
statistics (option ‘WLSMV’ in the ‘lavaan’ package; the method of fitting
made only a negligible difference to our results). Although our structural
models assume that indirect selection is mediated by educational
attainment, it is equally possible that such selection arises due to com
mon causal determinants of both anthropometric traits and education (i.
e. ‘spurious’ rather than ‘mediated’ selection in the terminology of the
introduction).
Most of our structural equation models involve only a single
phenotypic trait. This is because samples for each trait in our dataset are
partially non-overlapping and so the statistical power of a model falls
rapidly with the number of modelled traits. In addition, some sets of
traits are highly collinear (e.g. all size traits, or weight and BMI).
Nonetheless, we also ran a structural equation model with a larger
subset of traits (height, BMI, face roundness, shoulder-to-hip ratio,
breast development rate, hand-grip strength, and lung capacity) and the
same set of environmental covariates as above. The structure and fitting
of this model were otherwise identical to above (see also Fig. 2). Note
that replacing height with the first principal component of the linear size
traits yielded nearly identical results (data not shown).

2.7. Accounting for relatedness among participants
A small proportion of the girls in our dataset shared one or both
parents or lived in the same household. This potentially leads to pseudoreplication in our main analyses due to genetic relatedness among the
study participants. We consequently repeated all analyses after
randomly excluding all but one girl from every group of relatives (612
girls excluded). The results of these analyses were extremely similar to
our main findings and so are presented in the supplementary materials.
3. Results
Total selection, including both directional and non-directional
components selection, was strongest on height (d = 0.035, p < 10− 4),
followed by weight and jaw width (d = 0.033, p < 10− 4) (Table 1). Three
of the measured traits – shoulder width, grip strength and lung capacity
– did not reveal any significant overall associations with LRS. With the
exception of face roundness and the shoulder/hip ratio, all linear se
lection differentials were negative, indicating selection for lighter girls
with smaller linear dimensions of skeletal traits and slower rates of
breast development (Table 1). Surprisingly, although the linear selection
differential for shoulder width was negative (s = − 0.011, marginally
non-significant at p = .074), selection favoured girls with higher
shoulder/hip ratio, i.e., with more triangular body build (s = 0.020, p =
.001). In the case of face roundness (lFWHR), total selection was sig
nificant (DSD = 0.013, p = .04), but the directional and non-directional
components of selection were individually non-significant (p = .07 and
0.14; Table 1). All non-directional components of distributional selec
tion differentials were minute and non-significant (Table 1), indicating
that most selection was directional.
After accounting for biosocial covariates (educational attainment,
rural/urban origin, number of siblings, and parental SEP), only five
morphometric traits retained significant directional selection (Table 2).
Even after controlling for these potentially confounding effects, selec
tion still favoured shorter and lighter girls with smaller BMI, narrower
hips and narrower jaws. Given the high degree of correlation among
linear size traits, it is difficult to separate out the effects of selection on
each trait; in other words, significant selection on one size trait may be
partly or fully driven by its correlation with another such trait. Exami
nation of quadratic selection gradients (Table 2) suggested stabilizing
selection on two traits: BMI and face roundness (again controlling for
biosocial variables). Moreover, quadratic regressions revealed both
directional and stabilizing components to selection on face roundness,
which favoured girls with rounder-than-average faces (note that the
directional component of selection on BMI became non-significant after
accounting for the quadratic effect). Individual fitness curves as esti
mated by generalized additive models (Fig. 3) broadly, though not
exactly, agree with the quadratic estimates in Table 2, indicating sig
nificant stabilizing selection on weight and BMI (with stabilizing se
lection on height being marginally non-significant). For face roundness,
stabilizing selection is also significant, with an estimated peak near the
mean trait value. However, fitness drops off more rapidly for very
elongated faces than for very round faces, consistent with weak direc
tional selection for rounded faces (cf. Tables 1, 2).
Estimates of direct selection from our structural equation models
(Fig. 4) were broadly consistent with the linear selection gradients (cf.
Table 2 and Fig. 3). These models also revealed that indirect selection
via educational attainment generally favoured lighter girls with smaller

2.6. How much of selection is mediated by the age at first birth?
The age at which a woman first gives birth (AFB) is typically highly
predictive of her lifetime reproductive success (reviewed by Sanjak
et al., 2018). To understand the role that AFB plays in determining the
strength of selection, we ran a structural equation model in which AFB
can mediate the effects of both traits and education on fitness (Fig. S1 in

Fig. 2. Path diagram for structural equation models of the effects of traits on
lifetime reproductive success, including both a direct effect (blue) and an in
direct effect via education (yellow). Single-headed arrows represent potential
causal effects, whereas double-headed arrows represent covariances that are
not analysed causally. An individual’s rural/urban origin, number of siblings,
and parental socioeconomic position (SEP) are included as covariates. A sepa
rate model was fitted for each of the 13 anthropometric traits (results in Fig. 4).
In addition, we ran a combined model including seven phenotypic traits
(height, BMI, face roundness, should-to-hip ratio, breast development, hanggrip strength and lung capacity: results in Fig. 5). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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Table 1
Standardized selection differentials for 13 anthropometric traits. Shown are the distributional selection differential (d), the linear selection differential (s), and the nondirectional component of the DSD (dN), which quantify total, directional, and non-directional selection respectively. All differentials are based on standardized re
siduals of the trait against age and birth date using a generalized additive model (Gaussian family). Lifetime reproductive success (LRS) was calculated relative to the
average LRS of that year’s cohort. Estimates of directional selection are simply covariances between residual trait values and relative LRS, which are unbiased. For total
and non-directional selection, we first estimated expected relative LRS as a smooth function of trait values. Estimates of total and non-directional selection were then
calculated using these smoothed estimates to reduce bias due to noise. All p-values are based on exact permutation tests. Results shown in bold remain significant after
Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
Height
Weight
BMI
Face width
Jaw width
Face roundness (lFWHR)
Cranial volume
Shoulder width
Hip width
Shoulder/hip ratio
Breast dev. rate
Hand grip strength
Lung capacity

Total selection (d)

p-value

Directional selection (s)

p-value

Non-directional selection (dN)

p-value

Sample size

0.035
0.033
0.024
0.017
0.033
0.013
0.018
0.011
0.028
0.020
0.017
0.004
0.009

< 10¡4
< 10¡4
< 10¡4
0.003
< 10¡4
0.04
0.003
0.08
< 10¡4
0.002
0.03
0.68
0.21

¡0.035
¡0.033
¡0.023
¡0.017
¡0.033
0.011
¡0.018
− 0.011
¡0.028
0.020
− 0.017
0.000
− 0.009

< 10¡4
< 10¡4
< 10¡4
0.006
< 10¡4
0.07
0.002
0.08
< 10¡4
0.001
0.03
0.97
0.18

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.000

0.31
0.93
0.26
0.31
0.47
0.14
0.32
0.26
0.31
0.29
0.50
0.07
0.67

10,096
9666
9665
10,091
6814
10,072
10,093
10,088
10,069
10,060
6589
8276
7823

Table 2
Standardized linear and quadratic selection gradients for 13 anthropometric traits, based on separate regressions of relative LRS on each trait (Gaussian family). All
regressions include an individual’s educational attainment, rural/urban origin, number of siblings, and parental socioeconomic position (SEP) as covariates. Gradients
are based on standardized residuals of the trait against age and birth date using a generalized additive model (Gaussian family). Lifetime reproductive success (LRS)
was calculated relative to the average LRS of that year’s cohort. Standard errors and p-values are maximum likelihood estimates.
Linear selection gradient (β)

SE

p-value

Quadratic selection gradients
(βQ, γ)

SE

p-value

Sample size

Height

¡0.018

0.008

0.03

¡0.024

0.008

0.002

BMI

¡0.026

0.008

<10

Face width

− 0.013

0.008

0.11

Jaw width

¡0.026

0.010

0.008

Face roundness (lFWHR)

0.015

0.008

0.06

Cranial volume

− 0.010

0.008

0.21

Shoulder width

− 0.010

0.008

0.20

Hip width

¡0.022

0.008

0.006

Shoulder/hip ratio

0.015

0.008

0.06

Breast dev. rate

− 0.015

0.010

0.13

Hand grip strength

0.000

0.009

0.95

Lung capacity

− 0.003

0.009

0.76

0.008
0.011
0.009
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.011
0.010
0.013
0.008
0.011
0.008
0.010
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.011
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.012
0.009
0.011
0.009
0.011

0.03
0.06
0.03
0.08
0.07
0.006
0.14
0.24
0.008
0.94
0.049
0.008
0.18
0.34
0.17
0.06
0.009
0.29
0.06
0.91
0.14
0.36
0.90
0.70
0.75
0.94

6451

Weight

¡0.018
− 0.020
¡0.019
− 0.014
− 0.016
¡0.023
− 0.012
− 0.013
¡0.026
− 0.001
0.016
¡0.030
− 0.011
0.010
− 0.011
− 0.017
¡0.021
− 0.012
0.015
0.001
− 0.014
0.011
0.001
− 0.004
− 0.003
0.001

¡3

6182
6181
6449
4547
6439
6449
6449
6437
6442
4028
5155
4922

Results shown in bold remain significant after Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

linear dimensions for skeletal traits (Fig. 4). In other words, larger girls
were more highly educated on average, and, possibly as a result, pro
duced fewer children over their lifetimes (note that all size traits are
positively correlated with education in our dataset: permutation test, p
< .01 for all size traits; see also Valge et al., 2019). Indirect selection also
favoured girls with higher shoulder/hip ratios (i.e. a more triangular
body build). Lastly, although selection on hand-grip strength and lung
capacity was not significant overall, indirect selection favoured girls
with weaker grip strength and lower lung capacity.
Direct and indirect selection almost always acted in the same di
rection for a given trait; however, indirect selection was generally
weaker but more consistent (i.e. with smaller standard errors). These
smaller errors arise because indirect selection is calculated as the

product of two coefficients, representing the effect of a trait on educa
tion and of education on reproductive success respectively. Since esti
mates of these two coefficients are not expected to covary strongly, it is
unlikely that both coefficient estimates will deviate drastically from
their true values in the same direction, which leads to tighter estimates
in the current dataset (note that the ‘lavaan’ package uses the delta
method to estimate standard errors of derived variables).
The results of our combined structural equation model (Fig. 5),
which included seven anthropometric traits, were generally congruent
with those of the trait-specific SEM models (cf. Fig. 4), except that many
relationships are no longer significant given the smaller sample size. The
most notable difference was the lack of direct selection for delayed
breast development.
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Fig. 3. Individual fitness curves for 13 anthropometric traits, showing the estimated relationships between standardized residuals of trait values and expected
relative lifetime reproductive success (mean ± SEM). Curves were estimated using generalized additive models, in which relative LRS was regressed against a smooth
non-parametric function of each anthropometric trait (R package ‘mgcv’). An individual’s rural/urban origin, number of siblings, and parental socioeconomic po
sition (SEP) were included as covariates. P-values indicate the approximate significance of the smooth terms corresponding to the trait of interest. Note that minor
local variation in the shapes of these curves (e.g. in the curve for cranial volume) sometimes arises from the fitting procedure and not all such variation is bio
logically meaningful.

Lastly, as expected, the age at first birth (AFB) has a strong negative
effect on fitness, even after controlling for the other measured variables
(the estimated path coefficient from AFB to LRS was β = − 0.039, p <
10− 5). Selection via AFB accounts for a modest to substantial proportion
of total selection, depending on the trait (Table S3 in supplementary
materials). Most estimates of selection via specific pathways were nonsignificant in this model, likely because the number of modelled path
ways is large relative to the sample size. However, selection via the
pathway trait - > education - > AFB was significantly negative for
height, hand grip strength and lung capacity.

Different methods of characterising selection yielded broadly similar
patterns. Directional selection generally favoured smaller and lighter
girls, both overall (Table 1) and via each of the contributing causal
pathways (direct or indirect via educational attainment) in our struc
tural models (Figs. 2, 4). Our finding of negative indirect selection on
height is consistent with our prior expectations, as this trait is known to
be positively correlated with education (see Valge et al., 2019). Selec
tion on two traits – hand-grip strength and lung capacity – was entirely
indirect, i.e., due to correlations with educational attainment. In other
words, stronger and healthier girls went on to obtain more education,
and negative selection on these traits arose entirely from this

correlation. This pattern is consistent with both spurious selection
(whereby common factors underly the anthropometric traits and
educational attainment) or mediated selection (where the anthropo
metric traits directly influence educational attainment, which in turns
influences reproductive success).
Non-directional selection was weaker and less consistent, with
quadratic selection gradients and/or individual fitness curves suggesting
stabilizing selection on weight, BMI and face roundness (Table 2, Fig. 3).
In contrast, the non-directional component of the distributional selec
tion differential (dN) was always negligible and non-significant. This
discrepancy between approaches might arise because dN can sometimes
be zero if weak stabilizing selection occurs in the presence of strong
directional selection (in the framework of Henshaw & Zemel, 2017, the
optimal ‘flow’ may still be entirely unidirectional). Overall, linear se
lection differentials ranged in magnitude from approximately zero to
0.035, whereas linear and quadratic selection gradients lay between
zero and 0.025. These values are similar to those found for 37 lifehistory, physiological, behavioural and morphometric traits (23 of
which showed significant nonzero directional selection gradients)
among 217,728 female participants of UK Biobank (UKB) (Sanjak et al.,
2018).
In contrast to the UKB study, we found negative linear selection
differentials on weight (¡0.033 vs 0.044) and BMI (¡0.023 vs 0.060).
One possible reason for this discrepancy is that in the current study,

Fig. 4. Estimates of direct selection (blue) and indirect selection via educa
tional attainment (yellow) based on separate structural equation models for
each of 13 anthropometric traits (mean ± 2SEM). An individual’s rural/urban
origin, number of siblings, and parental socioeconomic position (SEP) are
included as exogenous covariates (Fig. 2). It is assumed that each trait and
covariate can influence lifetime reproductive success either directly or indi
rectly, as mediated by educational attainment. Robust standard errors were
calculated using weighted least squares with mean- and variance-adjusted test
statistics (option ‘WLSMV’ in the ‘lavaan’ package). The data used to produce
this figure are available as Table S1 in supplementary materials. (For inter
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Estimates of direct selection (blue) and indirect selection via educa
tional attainment (yellow) based on a single structural equation model
involving 7 anthropometric traits (mean ± 2SEM). An individual’s rural/urban
origin, number of siblings, and parental socioeconomic position (SEP) are
included as exogenous covariates (Fig. 2). It is assumed that each trait and
covariate can influence lifetime reproductive success either directly or indi
rectly, as mediated by educational attainment. Robust standard errors were
calculated using weighted least squares with mean- and variance-adjusted test
statistics (option ‘WLSMV’ in the ‘lavaan’ package). The data used to produce
this figure are available as Table S2 in supplementary materials. (For inter
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

4. Discussion
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measures of body mass and BMI are not affected by parity. In contrast,
the UKB relies on measurements of adult women, for whom weight is
known to increase with the number of previous births (Harris, Ellison, &
Holliday, 1997). Other studies (in the US) that relied on adult mea
surements have similarly found directional selection for increased
weight (Byars, Ewbank, Govindaraju, & Stearns, 2010) and BMI
(Beauchamp, 2016). A study of contemporary Finnish women found that
only adolescent but not adulthood BMI was quadratically associated
with LRS (Jokela et al., 2007). Similarly, both the current and the UKB
studies found stabilizing selection on BMI in addition to directional se
lection (Sanjak et al., 2018). Such stabilizing selection might arise via a
decreased likelihood of attaining a partner by both under- and over
weight individuals, as well as dysfunctions of reproductive physiology
characteristic to such individuals (Jokela et al., 2007).
The linear selection differential for height (¡0.035) in this study was
slightly larger than the one recorded in UKB (¡0.028; Sanjak et al.,
2018) and nearly 6 times as large as the differential detected in the US
Health and Retirement Study (¡0.006; Beauchamp, 2016; see also
Conley et al., 2016). In contrast to these studies, Dutch women (born
between 1935 and 1967) who were of average height experienced
higher fertility than shorter or taller women, with no significant direc
tional selection (Stulp, Barrett, Tropf, & Mills, 2015). With the exception
of this Dutch study, our finding of selection for shorter stature in women
aligns with those reported in other industrialised societies (e.g. in a
recent review, selection on women’s height was negative in all six
studies that found a significant directional relationship; Stulp & Barrett,
2016). Notably, higher reproductive success of shorter girls in Estonia
could not be entirely ascribed to indirect selection via educational
attainment, nor via other measured socioeconomic variables such as
rural/urban origin, although indirect selection via education did ac
count for a large portion of total selection (Fig. 4). The finding that se
lection against height remains after controlling for education or income
(that favours less-educated individuals who are generally shorter than
highly-educated ones) is consistent with findings of studies reviewed by
Stulp and Barrett (2016).
In contrast to height, the majority of selection for smaller cranial
volume acted indirectly via educational attainment, whereas the direct
path of selection in the SEM model was non-significant (Figs. 2 and 4). In
other words, consistent with our prior expectations, girls with larger
heads were selected against because they were more likely to obtain
higher education than girls with smaller heads. Lower education (Tiit,
2013) and rural origin (Kulu, 2005) have been independently and
additively associated with higher fertility in Estonia throughout the past
century. The reason for the link between education and fertility is that
early reproduction, a major determinant of LRS, is not compatible with
schooling for both cultural and genetic reasons (Kong et al., 2017;
Sanjak et al., 2018). To the best of our knowledge, selection on head size
has not been previously studied, so it is unknown how widespread in
direct selection on cranial parameters might be. However, since
phenotypic and genetic correlations between cranial dimensions,
cognitive abilities and educational attainment have been established in
multiple studies (Haworth et al., 2019; Nave, Jung, Karlsson Linnér,
Kable, & Koellinger, 2019; Savage et al., 2018), we predict that indirect
selection for smaller head size is common everywhere where selection
via educational attainment is strong (i.e. in the majority of the devel
oped world).
Breast development rate is a marker of sexual development and the
age-specific shoulder/hip ratio likely also carries such information
(Ellison, 2001). The rate of sexual development is often highly sensitive
to environmental influences. For instance, in this study population, girls
from well-off families (who go on to obtain more education) also mature
faster (Hõrak et al., 2019). It is thus tempting to speculate that social
selection acting via growth conditions generated an apparent selection
pressure favouring slowly maturing girls (Table 1), which arises mainly
via the negative environmental correlation between the rates of matu
ration and reproduction. In other words, girls growing up under harsh

conditions both mature slowly and have higher LRS because they are
released from constraints set on early reproduction by an academic
career. However, seemingly inconsistent with this interpretation is the
finding that selection on absolute hip width (a trait which develops
under the influence of ovarian steroids and which strongly correlates
with menarcheal age; Ellison, 2001) was still negative after accounting
for the effects of socioeconomic variables on LRS. At present we have no
explanation for this discrepancy, except that relative hip width (in
relation to shoulders) might appear more sensitive to environmental
constraints during growth than absolute (age-specific) hip width. On the
other hand, negative direct selection on absolute hip width is consistent
with direct selection for smaller size more generally.
For other traits linked to perceived femininity, we had no straight
forward prior expectations as the relationship between attractiveness
and the age of first reproduction is unknown. Selection on these traits
revealed highly diverse patterns. For instance, despite any overall se
lection for shoulder width per se, we found significant linear selection
for girls with narrow hips relative to their shoulders (Table 2, Fig. 3).
Further, selection for narrower jaws persisted even after accounting for
selection favouring rural and less-educated woman, while selection for
narrower faces was no longer significant after controlling for these
factors. Selection favouring rounder faces was, in turn, only significant
in models allowing for non-linear effects (i.e. quadratic or generalized
additive models: Table 2, Fig. 3) and controlling for biosocial variables.
Altogether, these findings indicate that patterns of selection on sexually
dimorphic traits are hardly uniform and that even strongly correlated
dimensions of body size and shape (that share partly overlapping hor
monally mediated developmental pathways) may differentially asso
ciate with reproductive success. Among other things, this information
has practical implications for the studies of sexual selection. For
instance, establishing how individual facial measures and their ratios
relate to hormone levels (see, e.g., Hodges-Simeon et al., 2016) or their
genetic underpinnings (Roosenboom et al., 2018) and attractiveness
might be more informative than relying on composite traits or images.
Finally, a noteworthy finding of this study is the absence of any direct
selection on two markers of overall health and nutritional status –
handgrip strength and lung capacity. Both markers are well-known
predictors of morbidity and mortality in the elderly (see Introduction),
yet direct selection on these traits was negligible. Interestingly, the
linear selection differential for grip strength (0.005) was identical to that
found by Sanjak et al. (2018) in a huge sample of UKB, which indicates
that (nearly) absent fecundity selection on physical strength is not a
phenomenon specific to the current study conditions. The question of
why well-established markers of health and vigour are not directly
related to reproductive success (e.g., contrary to facial dimensions) re
mains puzzling and calls for future research on sexual and natural se
lection on human health. One possibility is that these traits are only
predictive of health later in life, but not in children.
4.1. Strengths, limitations and implications
To our knowledge, this study is the first to measure natural selection
on cranial volume, a well-established anatomical correlate of cognitive
ability. Also for the first time, we measured selection on breast devel
opment rate (a marker of the speed of sexual maturation) and altogether
six sexually dimorphic facial and bodily dimensions which are potential
targets of sexual selection. Selection was recorded in a post-industrial
society under the Soviet regime, where demographic patterns partly
differed from those in Western societies, in which natural selection on
humans is most frequently studied. For historical reasons, the study was
free of volunteer bias and all the participants were younger than 20,
which almost entirely eliminates mortality bias. Such biases are, for
instance, unavoidable in studies based on biobanks (see Sanjak et al.,
2018).
Measurements of children have the limitation that they mature at
individually variable rates. For instance, a child might be small for age at
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13 but still mature at above average size if her pubertal growth spurt
starts later than average. This is an unavoidable problem of all crosssectional morphometric studies of children. Our study treats absolute
deviations from age-specific mean trait values equally, regardless of an
individual’s age. Trait variance in older children is likely more predic
tive of later reproductive success, and such variance may be more highly
weighted in our model because absolute trait variation increases
modestly with age within our dataset. We cannot, however, exclude the
possibility that bias arises from this methodology. If such bias exists, it
would probably affect linear dimensions for skeletal traits less strongly
than other (e.g., weight-related) traits. For instance, in a study of the
1958 British birth cohort, correlations among girls between height at
ages 7, 11, and 16 years, respectively, and age 23 years were pretty
strong (r = 0.70, r = 0.65, and r = 0.93). Corresponding correlations for
weight were 0.54, 0.59 and 0.73 (Power, Lake, & Cole, 1997). On the
other hand, measuring pre-reproductive women has the advantage that
their body mass and BMI are not affected by parity (Harris et al., 1997),
which would heavily interfere with measurement of selection on the
markers of obesity (Jokela et al., 2007).
The observed patterns of selection on cranial volume, face width, and
shoulder/hip ratio are an example of gene-culture coevolution where
selection on morphometric traits occurs largely or even entirely through
correlated cultural and behavioural traits. However, whether such se
lection would result in a net decrease in these morphometric traits in the
near future is doubtful, given the current secular increase in human body
dimensions resulting from general improvements in nutrition and health
(e.g., Hõrak & Valge, 2015). On the other hand, evolutionary changes
can sometimes be rapid, as confirmed by an Icelandic study, showing
that selection against genetic variants associated with educational
attainment can lead to measurable change in the genetic composition of
a population in as little as a few generations (Kong et al., 2017). Given
that the heritabilities of morphometric and behavioural traits (Polder
man et al., 2015) and the rate of sexual maturation (Hõrak et al., 2019)
in humans are high and increasing with ongoing equalisation of growth
conditions (Rutter, Moffitt, & Caspi, 2006), one thus cannot exclude the
possibility that indirect selection on morphometric traits could be a
major source of phenotypic change in the future. The potential for ge
netic change in such traits in high. For instance, heritabilities range from
0.70 to 0.90 for height (Jelenkovic et al., 2011) and from 0.75 to 0.87 for
cranial measures (Haworth et al., 2019). However, since we currently
lack information about selection on morphometric traits in boys of our
population, this study does not enable us to predict the direction of
evolutionary change. Selection often (but not always) favours men with
higher education (reviewed in Nisén, Martikainen, Myrskylä, & Silven
toinen, 2018). In our study population, height and cranial volume pre
dicted educational attainment among both boys and girls (Valge et al.,
2019). We thus cannot exclude the possibility that sexually antagonistic
selection on morphometric traits via education would dampen or even
cancel net selection and any resulting evolutionary change.
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